
Eloise joined the Netbox Recruitment team in early 2022 with a strong 
level of previous experience in the recruitment industry (as well as 
previously working to help candidates get back into secure work 
during the height of the pandemic). 

She is able to draw upon her wider, generalist approach to source 
for a diverse range of roles across various industries and has already 
achieved a fantastic reputation at Netbox with a long list of glowing 
testimonials from both clients and candidates alike. Eloise focuses 
on building strong and long-lasting relationships with her clients with 
a commitment to truly understand their business and the precise 
requirements of each role. She will work as your ‘brand ambassador’ 
attracting and selecting the best local talent and helping to ensure 
the most seamless fit between each role and the unique skills and 
experience of our shortlisted candidates. 

At Netbox Recruitment, we have a unique network of over 20,000 
local candidates and a wider network where we gain 100’s of 
candidate referrals for varied roles both specialist and support based. 
We also offer a ‘Talent Guarantee’, whereby we will recruit again at no 
cost if any candidate falls short of your expectations in line with your 
company probation period. This enables you to hire with confidence 
whilst allowing your new hire the time to settle in and truly flourish 
within your organisation.

Eloise is thorough, detail oriented, and results 
driven. She took the time to understand me, my 
management style, the business culture, the 
requirements for the vacant rolls and the existing 
team. She utilised this information to create the 
perfect candidate profile, and then targeted her vast 
pool of talent. Eloise was completely invested from 
start to finish. She streamlined the process on our 
end and allowed us the ability to continue to focus 
on our business, while she did the hard work in the 
background. I cannot recommend Eloise enough.

David, 
Director, Channel and Partnership

Eloise was amazing in helping me out. I wasn’t looking 
for work but she found my CV and contacted me 
about a role. she helped coach me for my interview 
and has been amazing support throughout the entire 
process. I can’t fault her or the company, she is 
amazing

Charlotte
Candidate

Client
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Eloise was a fantastic help, and we have found 
an amazing candidate through her and Netbox 
Recruitment. We couldn’t be happier. We received 
excellent service and support.
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Caroline
Candidate

I was provided with efficient service, Eloise assisted 
with interview preparation and matched me with a 
job that suited my skills. The team were friendly and 
supportive, providing support before and after my 
interviews. Jobseekers are in good hands!


